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The cell cycle is one of the most fundamental processes within a cell. Phase-dependent expression and cell-cycle
checkpoints require a high level of control. A large number of genes with varying functions and modes of
action are responsible for this biology. In a targeted exploration of the FANTOM2–Variable Protein Set, a
number of mouse homologs to known cell-cycle regulators as well as novel members of cell-cycle families were
identified. Focusing on two prototype cell-cycle families, the cyclins and the NIMA-related kinases (NEKs), we
believe we have identified all of the mouse members of these families, 24 cyclins and 10 NEKs, and mapped
them to ENSEMBL transcripts. To attempt to globally identify all potential cell cycle-related genes within mouse,
the MGI (Mouse Genome Database) assignments for the RIKEN Representative Set (RPS) and the results from
two homology-based queries were merged. We identified 1415 genes with possible cell-cycle roles, and 1758
potential paralogs. We comment on the genes identified in this screen and evaluate the merits of each approach.
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
The cell cycle, the process by which a cell replicates itself, is a
highly controlled process employing many regulatory mecha-
nisms. The importance of strict cell-cycle control is apparent
when disregulation occurs, as it does it in cancer. Medically,
the study of cell-cycle genes is of interest for understanding
the nature of a given tumor type, but perhaps more tangibly
it offers potential targets for chemotherapy (Sampath and
Plunkett 2001; Carnero 2002). The recently launched Cancer
Molecular Analysis Project (CMAP) at the U.S. National Can-
cer Institute (NCI) lists cell cycle as the major CMAP ontology
for their molecular targets (http://cmap.nci.nih.gov/
Ontologies).
The recently completed mouse genome (Waterston et al.
2002) coupled with the RIKEN—Functional Annotation of
Mouse FANTOM transcriptome project (Okazaki et al. 2002),
has provided a huge amount of genetic information to the
researcher. Assigning function to these genetic elements is the
next great step. Similarity to genes of known function is being
used to suggest roles for novel proteins. Similarity measures
include protein sequence homology, domain-based predic-
tions (Apweiler et al. 2001; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro,
The InterPro homepage), and structure-based predictions
(Murzin et al. 1995; http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop,
Structural Classification of Proteins homepage).
These approaches suggest a function by similarity to an-
other protein; however, they do not present the researcher
with a global view of the biology, nor do they present the
function within a structured syntax. The Gene Ontology pro-
posed by the Gene Ontology Consortium (2001) attempts to
assign proteins to a number of structured ontologies. The top-
level hierarchy is split into three ontologies: biological pro-
cess, molecular function, and cellular component. These on-
tologies are then divided into lower-level ontologies. Any
given gene product can belong to one or many ontologies,
dependent upon what is currently known of the protein.
In this paper we attempt to identify genes with a role in
the cell cycle, corresponding to biological process gene ontol-
ogy GO:0007049 (and sub-branches). Within the context of
the three higher-level ontologies, cell cycle-related genes en-
compass many lower-level ontologies. Within the context of
cellular component, cell-cycle proteins have many different
subcellular distributions, which often change during the
course of the cell cycle. Within the context of biological pro-
cess, cell-cycle genes encompass DNA replication, conforma-
tion and integrity, cytoskeletal changes, organelle distribu-
tion and reassembly, and most importantly, cell-cycle con-
trollers that orchestrate the entire process.
Within the context of molecular function, cell-cycle
regulation and mechanics involve many different classes of
proteins at different phases throughout the cell cycle. Regu-
lation at the levels of transcription (Whitfield et al. 2002),
translation (Groisman et al. 2002; Horton et al. 2002), phos-
phorylation (Nigg 2001), and targeted proteolysis (Peters
2002) are all used during the cell cycle.
In the first part of the present study, we used similarity
searches directed towards whole proteins and conserved do-
mains to identify novel members of two prototype cell-cycle
families, the NIMA-related kinases and the cyclins. Focusing
on one family at a time allowed us to evaluate each assign-
ment on a case by case basis. This approach requires good
knowledge of each family in question and the level of homol-
ogy within the given family. Requiring an in-depth knowl-
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edge of each family does not make this approach amenable to
a global screen.
In the second part of this study we applied a BLASTP-
based approach using a single threshold for all hits. Two
sources of cell cycle-related bait sequences were collected to
screen the RIKEN variable protein set (VPS). The first set of
bait sequences (Bait1) was obtained by downloading se-
quences corresponding to all the genes assigned cell-cycle
roles within the AMIGO gene ontology browser (http://
www.godatabase.org/cgi-bin/go.cgi). The second set of bait
sequences (Bait2) was obtained by using a keyword search for
cell cycle-related terms within the high-quality nonredun-
dant protein sequence databases SWALL and the Interna-
tional Protein Index (IPI; EBI; http://srs.ebi.ac.uk). The results
from both BLASTP searches are presented and compared to
the assignments made by the Mouse Genome Informatics
(MGI) group for the RPS sequences (Okazaki et al. 2002).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
NIMA-Related Kinases (NEKs)
NIMA-related kinases (NEKs) are defined by the prototype mi-
totic regulator NIMA (never in mitosis A), a protein kinase
identified in Aspergillus nidulans. This kinase was identified by
its ability to complement the nimA5 temperature-sensitive
mutation that causes cells to block in late G2 (Osmani et al.
1987). A number of mammalian homologs have been identi-
fied; however, only three have been shown to have cell-cycle
roles (Nek2, Ha Kim et al. 2002; Nek9, Roig et al. 2002; Nek11,
Noguchi et al. 2002).
Using the sequence retrieval system SRS6 (Etzold and Ar-
gos 1993; http://srs.ebi.ac.uk), we used keyword searches to
extract all publicly available NIMA-related kinase sequences,
and then we used these as bait sequences to blast against the
RIKEN VPS. All sequences with significant hits were examined
manually and mapped to the mouse genome.
In total we identified 10 NIMA-expressed related kinases
(Table 1). All of these were either known to or predicted
by ENSEMBL (http://www.ensembl.org/Mus_musculus).
mRNA sequences for eight of these had been observed
previously in mouse (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9/nercc1). The two
others were the mouse homolog of Nek11 and a gene pre-
dicted by ENSEMBL (ENSMUSG00000037738) but not previ-
ously observed as a transcript; for the rest of this paper, this
transcript will be termed Nek12. Nek12 is immediately down-
stream of Nek3, and seems to represent a gene duplication
which is conserved in human (Nek3:ENSG00000136098,
Nek12:ENSG00000165396). These appear to represent distinct
genes, as no transcripts were identified which included exons
from both Nek3 and Nek12.
During the course of mapping the NEKs however, tran-
scripts were identified which were able to bridge the gap
between multiple ENSEMBL genes. In the case of Nek9,
recently published as Nercc1 (Roig et al. 2002), AJ489828
Table 1. NIMA-Expressed Related Kinases and Their Splice Variants in Mouse
Symbola VPS IDb cDNAc Lengthd
Domains
presente ENSEMBL MOUSEf Chromosomeg Position
Nek1 PC3906.3 AK034754 302 kinase ENSMUSG00000031644 8 60172055–60264003
PC3906.2 AK031330 424 kinase +
lysine rich
PA3906.0 S45828 774 kinase
PC3906.1 AK077047 941 kinase + ENSMUSG00000031644 8 60172055–60264003
lysine rich ENSMUSG00000037970 8 60269845–60291714
Nek2 PC3907.1 AK077627 366 kinase ENSMUSG00000026622 1 193201229–193212725
PA3907.0 U95610 443 kinase
Nek3 PC6195.1 NP_035978 509 kinase ENSMUSG00000031478 8 20858571–20894987
PA6195.0 AF099066 511 kinase
Nek4 PC6196.1 AK078809 744 kinase ENSMUSG00000021918 14 26049834–26085981
PB6196.0 NM_011849 792 kinase
Nek6 PC7896.3 AK029266 305 kinase ENSMUSG00000026749 2 38989294–39024394
PB7896.0 NM_021606 313 kinase
Nek7 PC7895.1 AK078639 250 kinase ENSMUSG00000026393 1 13936116–139440087
PB7895.0 NM_021605 302 kinase
Nek8 PC2055.1 AK014546 291 kinase ENSMUSG00000017405 11 78804211–78814753
PB2055.0 NM_080849 698 kinase +
Rcc1
Nek9/ PC30616.0 BC024926 196 none ENSMUSG00000021249 12 80001495–80005923
Nercc1 PC30616.X AJ489828 984 kinase + ENSMUSG00000021249 12 80001495–80005923
Rcc1 ENSMUSG00000034290 12 80007619–80020593
ENSMUSG00000034284 12 80025106–80036284
Nek11 PC22564.1 AK030186 454 kinase ENSMUSG00000035032 9 106012522–106082223
PC22564.0 AK030042 628 kinase
Novel– PC23442.1 AK054168 336 kinase ENSMUSG00000037738 8 20838052–20850939
Nek12 PC23442.0 AK032672 614 kinase
aGene symbol from MGI.
bVariable Protein Set ID.
ccDNA accession numbers.
dLength of peptide in amino acids.
eInterPro domains.
fENSEMBL mouse gene assignment.
gGenomic location.
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bridges three ENSEMBL mouse genes (ENSMUSG21249,
ENSMUSG00000034290, ENSMUSG00000034284). In
another example, a longer form of Nek1, detected by
RIKEN clone 4932438I04, bridges two ENSEMBL genes,
ENSMUSG00000031644 and ENSMUSG00000037970.
Interestingly, a number of the NEK genes appear to en-
code long and short forms (Table 1). The short forms contain
the kinase domain, and longer forms may contain extra do-
mains, as is the case with the Rcc1 domain in Nek8 and Nek9.
Splice variants for both Nek11 (Noguchi et al. 2002) and Nek2
have been previously identified, and in the latter example
were shown to exhibit different activities and expression pat-
terns (Hames and Fry 2002).
Cyclins
Cyclins are the regulatory subunit of cyclin/cyclin-dependent
kinase (CDK) complexes; these are the prime movers of the
cell cycle. Specific subsets of these complexes are required
during different phases, the best known example being cyclin
B/CDC2 (CDK1), required during G2/M progression (Smits
and Medema 2001).
In a strategy similar to that used for the NIMA-related
kinases, we extracted bait cyclin sequences from the SWALL
protein database using SRS6. In the case of the cyclins, we
were able to query the database for sequences containing In-
terpro (Apweiler et al. 2001) domains associated with cyclins,
cyclin (IPR004366), or cyclin c-term (IPR004367). It was also
possible to directly query the FANTOM2 data for the presence
of these domains.
During the course of the analysis, 38 potential cyclins
were identified within the RIKEN VPS, using a combination of
the domain-based querying and iterative blasts. Upon further
analysis, 24 of these held up as known or likely cyclins (Table
2). Sequences that failed to carry on to further analysis in-
clude three members of the Rb family (p105, p107, p130), three
members of the TFIIB family, a number of other unrelated cyclin
box containing proteins, and CABLES, a CDK5 interactor.
The 24 cyclins include the known cyclins A1, A2, B1, B2,
B3, C, D1, D2, D3, E1, E2, F, G1, G2, H, I, K, T1, T2, and
ania-6a (L) and ania-6b. Also included is uracil-DNA glyco-
sylase 2, noted as a cyclin by a number of workers (Murray
and Marks 2001). Two potentially novel cyclins were identi-
fied, one most closely related to CYCJ, cyclin J of Drosophila
(Finley et al. 1996), and the other related to the L-type cyclins
ania-6a and -6b. Both of these have been observed in the EST
evidence. The cyclin J homolog (AK052506) has been seen in
human BA690P14.1/FLJ10895, and the novel cyclin L
(AK007413) is represented by another EST in mouse
(BC027022). A tree showing the relationship between these
two novel cyclins and the known cyclins is shown in Figure 1.
Cyclin J was identified in Drosophila in a screen for Dm-
Cdc2 (cdk) interactors (Finley et al. 1996). This cyclin has
been shown to associate with cdk2 and play a possible role in
the nuclear form of the cell cycle that occurs within a com-
mon cytoplasm (syncytium), in Drosophila early embryogen-
esis (Kolonin and Finley 2000). EST evidence suggests that the
cyclin J homolog is mainly expressed in spleen.
Cyclin ania-6a, also referred to as cyclin L, was identified
using a differential display screen in rat brain. Dopamine and
glutamate have been shown to induce distinct splice forms of
ania-6a, and these forms are able to associate with the orphan
CDK, PITSLRE. A close relative was also identified in a data-
base search, termed ania-6b (Berke et al. 2001).
All three L-type cyclins have distinct EST distributions.
Although ania-6a and -6b are both reported as brain-specific,
there a number of ESTs which indicate that they are expressed
in tumors, especiallymammary tumors. Ania-6a is also enriched
in kidney, whereas ania-6b is enriched in retina. The novel
L-type cyclin is represented by ESTs in thymus and bladder.
Another interesting observation when examining the cy-
clins was the identification of a number of pseudogenes. Dur-
ing the course of annotation and at the BLAST query stage,
multiple copies of cyclins B1, B2, D3, L and the novel L were
identified within the VPS. In some cases this may be an arte-
fact of the clustering used; however, for two sequences it is
clear that they represent processed pseudogenes of cyclins B1
and B2, in that they correspond to intronless versions of the
B1 and B2 coding sequence (CDS) with frameshifts. Where it
was not possible to discriminate between the two VPS se-
quences based upon their alignment against the mouse ge-
nome, the respective gene was assigned both VPS identifiers.
The B1 pseudogene (2610510C05RIK) is transcribed in the
sense orientation, maps to chromosome 14 (3696256–
3698151), and has four frameshifts relative to the cyclin B1
CDS. The B2 pseudogene (AK048139) maps to chromosome 8
(71302891–71304001), is transcribed in the antisense orien-
tation, and contains multiple frameshifts relative to cyclin B2
CDS. The degraded CDS is more similar to cyclin B2 from
golden hamster (CYCLIN B2 [Mesocricetus auratus] – P37883),
which perhaps suggests that this is an older pseudogene.
Early mapping studies identified 10 cyclin B-related se-
quences within the mouse genome (Lock et al. 1992) In the
present study, we identified five which are transcribed, three
containing functional CDS, and two transcribed processed
pseudogenes (both of which have supporting EST evidence
other than RIKEN). Other workers have identified pseudo-
genes of cyclins D2, D3, G1, and UNG (Xiong et al. 1992;
Lund et al. 1996; Kimura et al. 1997), with a transcribed cyclin
D2 pseudogene suggested as a marker for decreased ovarian
function (Kimura et al. 1997). The presence of processed pseu-
dogenes of the cyclins within the transcriptome raises ques-
tions about whether these noncoding RNAs play some role in
cyclin regulation.
Large-Scale Identification of Candidate Cell
Cycle-Related Genes
As outlined in the introduction and Methods section, two sets
of bait sequences were produced to mine the VPS for cell
cycle-related genes. The first set, “BAIT1” contained 1859 se-
quences that correspond to genes assigned a cell-cycle role by
the Gene Ontology Consortium (2001). The second, “BAIT2”
contained 4437 sequences which correspond to eukaryotic se-
quence entries within SWALL and the IPI which have a refer-
ence to cell cycle. These bait sequences were formatted as data-
bases and then used in a BLAST query of the FANTOM2 VPS set.
From the BLAST queries, significant hits (e-30) were ob-
served for 698 of the BAIT1 sequences and 1042 of the BAIT2
sequences. If we cross-compare the VPS entries for which a hit
was observed, we find that 416 of the VPS hits are shared
between the two queries (Fig. 2A). If we then overlay this with
the predictions from the MGI (while only considering the
higher-quality predictions, that is, those supported by evi-
dence other than SCOP or InterPro), we find 158 VPS entries
supported by all three predictions, 495 by two or more pre-
dictions, and 1415 predicted by at least one method. These
sequences represent the best hits for each query sequence and
are those most likely to be homologs of known cell-cycle genes.
If we extend our predictions to consider all sequences
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Figure 1 Sequence relationships between cy-
clins in mouse. (A) Phylogeny of mouse cyclins,
based on multiple alignment of the conserved
cyclin box domain. Values are shown for 1000
bootstraps. (B) Alignment of the core cyclin box
domain of mouse cyclins. Shaded regions and
underlying trace show regions of highest se-
quence similarity. CYCJ-Dm—Drosophila mela-
nogaster cyclin J (AAC47017) is provided as a
guide. UNG—Uracil-DNA glycosylase 2 has
been recognized as a likely cyclin by a number
of workers (Murray and Marks 2001). #: ANIA-
6A has been assigned the symbol CCNL. ANIA-
6B, which is clearly a paralog, has been as-
signed the symbol Pcee-pending. *-L-like and
J-like cyclins identified in the present study.
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with a significant hit, such that a given bait sequence can have
significant hits frommore than one VPS sequence, we are able
to identify potential paralogs of the genes identified in the
first phase (Fig. 2B). When we consider all significant hits and
also include the lower trust InterPro domain to GO mappings
fromMGI, we identify 3173 sequences which are identified by
at least one source. These can be broken into the original 1415
candidate cell-cycle genes and 2468 potential paralogs.
Cell Cycle-Related Sequences Missed
by This Approach
The e-value cutoff used in this study is likely to exclude a
number of distantly related sequences. During the MATRICS
curation phase of the FANTOM2 project, a number of cell-
cycle families were investigated in detail. Within the raw
FANTOM2 data, nine known histone deacetylases (HDACs)
and two novels were identified (AK083724, AK045994); simi-
larly, three known centrins and one novel (AK078275) were
identified. These sequences served to evaluate first the RPS
and VPS sets and secondly the large-scale BLAST approach
used in this study.
All of the centrins identified in the FANTOM2 data were
also present in the RPS set; however, two of the HDAC se-
quences were lost, one a known sequence, and one a novel
sequence. The BLAST search identified the remaining known
centrins and HDACs; however, none of the novel sequences
for these two families were identified. This appears to be be-
cause the e-value cutoff was set too high; this would argue in
favor of a lower threshold. This highlights the problem of
requiring family-specific thresholds when evaluating multi-
ple families. In the case of the novel HDAC (AK045994), an
e-value cutoff of e-18 would have hit HDAC_MAIZE (probable
histone deacetylase [RPD3 homolog]—Zea mays), and simi-
larly the novel centrin (AK078275) would have been detected
with a threshold of e-28, hitting CATR_SCHDU (caltractin
[centrin]- Scherffelia dubia).
Reassuringly however, the e-30 threshold used allowed
us to identify all of the cyclins and NEKs identified in the
family-based screen. All members were identified in the para-
log table; however, the best-hit table missed the novel nek12.
Due to the nature of keyword-based sequence extraction
and the incomplete nature of the Gene Ontology Database, it
is unlikely that we have captured all cell cycle-related genes.
For a gene with known cell-cycle biology to be included in
either set of bait sequences, either the biology must have been
recorded in terms of gene ontology, or the sequence entry for
that gene must contain cell cycle-related keywords. There are
likely to be sequences that have evidence of a cell-cycle role
reported in the literature but do not fit either of these criteria.
Capturing such sequences requires a more complex text-
mining-based strategy that would link sequences to evidence
in the literature.
Sequences Falsely Assigned as Cell Cycle-Related
Two potential sources of false positives in this study arise from
(1) the use of keyword searches to extract sequences contain-
ing cell cycle-related annotations, and (2) the e-value cut-
off used. Keyword searches via SRS are not context-sensitive
and consequently, there is a failure to discriminate between
“… gene X is involved in cell cycle”, “… gene X is possibly
involved in cell cycle” and “… gene X is NOT involved in cell
cycle”. Bait sequences for which a significant hit was observed
had their annotations checked manually for context. Cases
where a keyword could be used in another context such
as “purified ‘metaphase’ chromosomes”-[SWALL:‘PYRG_
HUMAN’] or “lipid-water ‘interphase’” [SWALL:‘GLUC_
BOVIN’] were removed on a case by case basis. By careful
manual curation, the impact of this was minimized.
The choice of e-value was set high to reduce false posi-
tives. As discussed in the introduction, the choice of an opti-
mal e-value suitable for multiple families is difficult, as the
level of homology within different families varies signifi-
cantly. The homolog assignments took the best hit with a
score below e-30. Varying the thresholds used for BAIT1 be-
tween e-30, e-50, e-80, and e-100 gave 698, 603, 501, and 450
hits, respectively. Similarly, varying the thresholds for BAIT2
resulted in 1042, 923, 786, and 700 hits, respectively. The
e-values for every hit are provided in the Supplementary data
so that researchers can apply a more stringent cutoff if desired.
The impact or e-value cutoff is more significant when
considering paralogs. Large highly conserved families such as
the zinc finger proteins and protein kinases are overrepre-
sented in the paralogs table. As an example, 192 hits from
BAIT2 are from ZF35_MOUSE (zinc finger protein 35), and the
next most frequent is 37 hits to FER_HUMAN (proto-
oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase FER). Similarly from BAIT1,
129 hits are from another zinc finger protein, Q9NZH2. If we
limit the number of hits to the best hits up to a maximum of
five, the numbers for the BAIT2 search drop from 2518 to
1851 and the BAIT1 search from 2117 to 1441.
Another source of overestimation is from bait sequences
Figure 2 Distribution of candidate cell-cycle genes identified in the
global screen. (A) Here, 1415 nonredundant sequences were identi-
fied as likely cell-cycle homologs by combining the best-hit predic-
tions from the two BLAST searches and the MGI assignments. BAIT1–
AMIGO corresponds to the (698) sequences identified by the bait
sequences identified by the Gene Ontology Consortium as cell cycle-
related. BAIT2-SWALL/IPI corresponds to the (1042) sequences iden-
tified by the bait sequences identified in a keyword search of SWALL
and IPI. The 328 MGI assignments are those with good supporting
evidence (InterPro and SCOP predictions were excluded). (B) Here,
3173 nonredundant sequences were identified when all significant
hits were considered as well as the InterPro-based MGI assignments.
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annotated as “similar to cell cycle-related gene X”. Similarly,
sequences within GO with sequence homology-based evi-
dence may be assigned a cell-cycle role. Thus we end up with
a (similar to [similar to cell cycle-related gene X])-type asso-
ciation, where the bait has no direct evidence of a cell-cycle role.
Comparison to Functional Screens
In a recent microarray-based screen of the human cell line
HeLa, 874 genes were identified as cell cycle-regulated (Whit-
field et al. 2002). Similarly, in two independent microarray-
based screens of budding yeast, 416 and 800 open reading
frames (ORFs) of the 6220 monitored transcripts were identi-
fied as cell cycle-regulated (Cho et al. 1998; Spellman et al.
1998). As noted by those authors, their work identifies only
genes that are regulated at the level of transcription.
The Munich information center for protein sequences
(MIPS; Mewes et al. 2002) holds a database of ORF informa-
tion for S. cerevisiae. A simplified gene ontology within MIPS,
the ‘functional catalog’ (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/yeast/
catalogues/) identifies 3936 ORFs with some assigned func-
tion, and 451 of these are identified as cell cycle-related. Also
within MIPS, the yeast ‘phenotype catalog’ identifies 1469
ORFs associated with mutant phenotypes, 274 of which are
cell cycle-related.
Comparing these estimates of the complement of cell-
cycle genes within human and yeast, we see an estimated 3%
of human genes and 6.7%–18.7% of yeast genes. The lower
estimates are based solely upon microarray data and only
identify those genes that are transcriptionally regulated with
the cell cycle. The highest estimate of 18.7% is based on the
observed yeast mutant phenotype. In the present study, we
identified 1415 sequences as likely cell-cycle proteins; this
represents 7.5% of the 18,768 protein coding genes identified
in mouse (Okazaki et al. 2002).
Mouse Cell-Cycle Genes
Within the best hits there were 512 sequences where the best
supporting evidence was from mouse. These included well
known cell-cycle genes such as cyclin-dependent kinases
(CDK), CDK inhibitors and interactors, cyclins MADs (mitotic
arrest-deficient) and BUBs (budding uninhibited by benzimid-
azoles), cell division controllers (cdc), the E2F transcription
factors, histone deacetylases (HDACs), mini-chromosome
maintenance (MCMs), calmodulins, septins, RADs, cullins, ki-
nesins, lamins, and a significant number of phosphoregula-
tors such as the mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs),
NEKs, Polo-like kinases, CHKs and cdc25 phosphatases, as
well as representatives from many other protein families.
Homologs with cell-cycle evidence from 53 other species
made up the remaining 903 sequences. Most of these are also
known to have cell-cycle roles in mouse; however, as the bait
sequence from which the hit was made was not a mouse se-
quence, it must be inferred that the corresponding mouse
entry was not detected by the Gene Ontology Consortium or
by the keyword search. The majority of the remaining se-
quences came from H. sapiens (414), S. pombe (149), and D.
melanogaster (70).
A summary table identifying the candidate cell-cycle se-
quences is provided as Supplementary Table 1, and includes
the evidence for the prediction, and in the case of the BLAST
predictions, the e-value and the species of origin, and in the
case of the MGI assignments, the evidence and a trust assign-
ment. Lastly, provisional Gene Ontology assignments are pro-
vided. Regarding the MGI predictions, these were directly
from the MGI assignments. Regarding the sequences from the
GO-based BLAST, the assignments were inherited from the
bait sequence. The remaining sequences from the keyword
search were provisionally assigned gene ontologies based on
the keyword used to extract the bait sequence. The predicted
paralogs are also presented as Supplementary Table 2.
Definition of a Cell-Cycle Gene
Evaluating any given gene for a role in the cell cycle based on
homolog alone is useful but not completely conclusive. The
cyclins demonstrate an important caveat when using homol-
ogy-based evidence for assigning a role. The ania-6a cyclin
clearly meets the definition of a cyclin in that it forms the
regulatory subunit of a cyclin/CDK complex with PITSLRE.
However, this cyclin has not been shown to have a cell-cycle
role (ania-6a; Berke et al. 2001). Similarly, selected members
of the 14-3-3 family of proteins have cell-cycle roles (Yaffe
2002), most notably RAD23 and 14-3-3 ; however, not all
members have been shown to have a cell-cycle role.
In most cases a family can be defined by amotif or shared
homology. However, the presence of a domain does not nec-
essarily infer a common biology; there are a number of cyclin
box-containing proteins which do not have a cell-cycle role.
Historically, families have also been assigned by the pheno-
type observed. This includes “families” such as the MADs and
BUBs (Wassmann and Benezra 2001) and RADs (Rowley 1992)
that on a domain basis represent multiple families.
The next point to consider is the definition of a cell
cycle-related gene. Cell-cycle controllers are clearly cell cycle-
related, and some of these are expressed in a phase-specific
manner; however, the question remains as to whether expres-
sion in a phase-dependent manner constitutes a cell-cycle
role. Differentiating between these biologies is possible using
the structured ontologies presented by the Gene Ontology
Consortium (http://www.geneontology.org/). The added ben-
efit of a gene ontology assignment is the evidence code re-
corded. This gives us some feel of trust in the assignment.
To place a gene within the context of a cell-cycle role
based upon homology alone is not enough; predictions need
to be verified at the bench. In silico assignments suggest a role
for a given gene, but on-bench confirmation is needed to put
trust in the assignment. Combined, the in silico predictions
guide us when deciding on which experiments to conduct at
the bench, and the bench results give us feedback on the in
silico model used.
Gene Ontology Associations
We next assessed the distribution of the various gene ontolo-
gies assigned by MGI to the RPS set and looked for associa-
tions with the cell-cycle genes identified in Figure 2A. Table 3
shows the top 30 assignments for each of the three top-level
hierarchies (molecular function, biological process, and cellu-
lar component). For this analysis we ignored the more specu-
lative predictions supported by SCOP.
As expected, cell cycle-related ontologies were enriched
in the biological process branch; however, there were a few
surprises. The most common ontology within this branch was
protein amino acid phosphorylation, followed by regulation
of transcription, then regulation of cell cycle. Similarly,
within the context of molecular function, transcription fac-
tors and protein kinases featured heavily.
Within the context of cellular component, almost a third
of the predicted peptides were assigned to the nucleus. The
next most common assignments were intracellular location
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Table 3. Top Thirty Gene Ontologies Associated With the Cell-Cycle Genes Identified in Figure 2A
Interpro ID
Molecular
function Count Interpro ID
Biological
process Count Interpro ID
Cellular
omponent Count
GO:0005524 ATP binding 401 GO:0006468 protein amino acid
phosphorylation
170 GO:0005634 nucleus 422
GO:0003677 DNA binding 256 GO:0006355 regulation of
transcription,
DNA-dependent
164 GO:0005622 intracellular 133
GO:0016740 transferase 192 GO:0000074 regulation of cell
cycle
129 GO:0016021 integral membrane
protein
104
GO:0004672 protein kinase 169 GO:0007049 cell cycle 111 GO:0005615 extracellular space 80
GO:0004674 protein serine/
threonine kinase
169 GO:0008151 cell growth and/or
maintenance
95 GO:0016020 membrane 75
GO:0004713 protein tyrosine
kinase
158 GO:0016288 cytokinesis 66 GO:0005737 cytoplasm 40
GO:0003700 transcription factor 88 GO:0006281 DNA repair 64 GO:0005856 cytoskeleton 35
GO:0016787 hydrolase 84 GO:0006260 DNA replication 60 GO:0005875 microtubule
associated
protein
30
GO:0016301 kinase 83 GO:0007242 intracellular
signaling
cascade
59 GO:0005667 transcription factor
complex
29
GO:0003676 nucleic acid binding 72 GO:0007165 signal transduction 45 GO:0005694 chromosome 21
GO:0005515 protein binding 51 GO:0006810 transport 41 GO:0005739 mitochondrion 18
GO:0005525 GTP binding 50 GO:0007017 microtubule-based
process
41 GO:0005886 plasma membrane 18
GO:0005509 calcium ion binding 48 GO:0007264 small GTPase
mediated signal
transduction
36 GO:0005871 kinesin 17
GO:0003774 motor 41 GO:0007067 mitosis 35 GO:0005783 endoplasmic
reticulum
16
GO:0004872 receptor 41 GO:0006508 proteolysis and
peptidolysis
33 GO:0005840 ribosome 16
GO:0000166 nucleotide binding 40 GO:0006412 protein
biosynthesis
31 GO:0005718 nucleosome 15
GO:0003723 RNA binding 39 GO:0006470 protein amino acid
dephosphorylation
27 GO:0005882 intermediate
filament
14
GO:0003685 DNA repair protein 33 GO:0016538 cyclin-dependent
protein kinase,
regulator
26 GO:0005887 integral plasma
membrane
protein
14
GO:0003924 GTPase 33 GO:0007275 development 24 GO:0005717 chromatin 12
GO:0004386 helicase 29 GO:0007001 chromosome
organization and
biogenesis
(sensu Eukarya)
23 GO:0005794 Golgi apparatus 12
GO:0003925 small monomeric
GTPase
28 GO:0008283 cell proliferation 23 GO:0016459 myosin 12
GO:0003779 actin binding 26 GO:0006886 intracellular protein
transport
22 GO:0005576 extracellular 11
GO:0008026 ATP dependent
helicase
26 GO:0015031 protein transport 22 GO:0005813 centrosome 9
GO:0005198 structural molecule 25 GO:0006464 protein
modification
21 GO:0005891 voltage-gated
calcium channel
complex
9
GO:0003754 chaperone 23 GO:0008152 metabolism 20 GO:0008287 protein
serine/threonine
phosphatase
complex
9
GO:0000158 protein phosphatase
type 2A
20 GO:0006118 electron transport 19 GO:0005663 DNA replication
factor C complex
8
GO:0000163 protein phosphatase
type 1
20 GO:0006334 nucleosome
assembly
18 GO:0005681 spliceosome
complex
8
GO:0003777 microtubule motor 20 GO:0006511 ubiquitin-dependent
protein
catabolism
18 GO:0030286 dynein 8
GO:0003824 enzyme 20 GO:0006915 apoptosis 18 GO:0005578 extracellular matrix 7
GO:0004722 protein serine/
threonine
phosphatase
20 GO:0007050 cell cycle arrest 18 GO:0005624 membrane fraction 7
Gene Ontology assignments from MGI for the RPS sequences were extracted and ranked. Assignments made by SCOP to GO mappings were
ignored for this table.
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and integral membrane proteins. Themes that ran through
the data set include phosphoregulators (kinases and phospha-
tases), transcriptional regulation, cytoskeletal proteins, and
membrane proteins.
Conclusion
Using a focused screen of the NIMA-related kinases and the
cyclins, we identified all known members and a number of
novels. We mapped these sequences to ENSEMBL gene pre-
dictions and made comments on their biology.
In the second part of the study we not only identified the
majority of mouse genes with known roles in the cell cycle, but
also significantly extended the number of cell-cycle assign-
ments. We identified 1415 likely cell-cycle genes and a further
1758 paralogs. Within these two sets we identified novel mem-
bers of known cell cycle-related families and homologs of cell-
cycle genes from closely and more distantly related species.
The results of the global screen, the data presented in
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, represent the largest known
assignment of cell-cycle genes within mouse and quite possi-
bly within any organism. These entries are indexed by VPS
and RPS peptide identifiers. The representative EST accession
number, the tentative gene ontology assignments, and the
evidence for each of the predictions are also provided. These
assignments are provided to the research community as a re-
source for further investigation and experimental validation.
METHODS
RIKEN Data Sets Used
RPS and VPS are nonredundant sequences identified by the
RIKEN RTPS group; these attempt to merge all publicly avail-
able, high-quality EST sequences with the RIKEN FANTOM2
sequences. The corresponding cDNA and protein sequences
are referred to as the RTS (representative transcript set), RPS
(representative protein set), and VPS (variable protein set).
The VPS aims to produce a set of all unique alternative tran-
scripts from a given transcriptional unit (Okazaki et al. 2002).
For the majority of the present study, the VPS was used.
The VPS was used in preference to the RPS to capture cases
where a VPS sequence had a better hit with a known cell-cycle
regulator than the representative RPS sequence. The raw
RIKEN FANTOM2 sequences were accessed using MATRICS
(http://fantom2.gsc.riken.go.jp).
Publicly Available Databases Used
Mouse ENSEMBL cDNA sequences and GENSCAN predictions
were downloaded from ENSEMBL (http://www.ensembl.org/
Mus_musculus/). The sequence retrieval system SRS6 (EBI;
http://srs.ebi.ac.uk) was used to access SWALL, IPI, and
SWISS-PROT sequences. Gene Ontology assignments from
the Gene Ontology Consortium (http://www.geneontology-
.org/) were accessed using the AMIGO gene ontology browser
(http://www.godatabase.org/cgi-bin/go.cgi).
Identification of Cyclins and NIMA-Related Kinases
(NEKs) Within RPS
Six hundred forty-two sequences containing the InterPro (Ap-
weiler et al. 2001) motif cyclin (IPR004366) or cyclin c-term
(IPR004367) were extracted from SWALL. For the NEKs no
such motif exists; in this case, a keyword search was used on
SWALL to extract sequences with a NIMA reference. The en-
tries for these candidate NIMA sequences were then inspected
manually to determine context, and 30 of these sequences
were considered NIMA kinases. Literature searches were car-
ried out to ensure that all known and homologous members
were present in the bait sequence database.
In both cases the sequences were formatted as a database
and then queried by the VPS. The sequences were ranked by
e-value and length of alignment and evaluated on a case by
case basis. This allowed us to identify known members, ho-
mologs, and novels.
Tree Analysis of Cyclins
Cyclin sequences were aligned using CLUSTAL V (Higgins et
al. 1992). Alignments were edited in a text editor to trim the
sequences down to the core cyclin domain, and then reloaded
into CLUSTAL V. The sequences were then realigned and used
to create a tree using the neighbor-joining method, with 1000
bootstraps. The tree was then visualized and printed using
njplot (Perrière and Gouy 1996).
BLAST Searches
To identify homologous protein sequences, batch BLASTP
searches were carried out using BLASTALL (http://www.
ncbi.nih.gov/BLAST/). Results were parsed and, except where
otherwise mentioned, an expectation value cutoff of e-30 was
used to identify significant hits.
To map the cyclins and NEKs to ENSEMBL gene loca-
tions, the cDNA sequences corresponding to RPS and VPS se-
quences were extracted from RTS and compared with BLASTN
against the ENSEMBL mouse cDNA sequences. The top three
hits for each of the query sequences were examined manually
to confirm the hit. This was useful for discriminating between
cyclin B1 and its processed pseudogene, and for identifying
Nek transcripts that bridged multiple ENSEMBL genes.
Gene Ontology-Based Bait Sequences (BAIT1)
Here, 1767 sequence identifiers were associated with cell
cycle-related gene ontologies within AMIGO (http://
www.godatabase.org/cgi-bin/go.cgi ; these were extracted and
then used to query SWALL and SWISS-PROT using SRS6 (Et-
zold and Argos 1993; http://srs.ebi.ac.uk). Sequences corre-
sponding to 1671 of the 1767 gene identifiers were found,
sequences for 48 gene symbols could not be located, and 33 of
these were the Drosophila Scim genes involved in female meio-
sis chromosome segregation. These representmapped loci; how-
ever, no sequence is provided (Dobie et al. 2001). From these
1671 identifiers, 1859 sequences were extracted which formed
the gene ontology-based bait sequence database (BAIT1).
Keyword Extraction of Cell-Cycle Sequences (BAIT2)
We used the following cell cycle-related keywords: cdk, cy-
clin, cell cycle, cdc, cell division, DNA damage, checkpoint,
restriction point, mitotic, mitosis, cytokinesis, spindle, ki-
netochore, prophase, metaphase, anaphase, interphase, meio-
sis, meiotic, anaphase, prometaphase, telophase, SG2, G2M,
MG1, S phase, M phase, G1 phase, and G2 phase, to extract
4437 eukaryotic FASTA sequences from SWALL and the IPI
using SRS6. Queries were carried out with individual key-
words, for example, Query “([swall-AllText:mitosis])”. Entries
extracted from each of the individual searches were then
merged into the BAIT2 sequence set. The evidence for each
bait sequence, in this case, the associated keyword, was kept
throughout the entire process to track the ontology suited to
each entry. Careful manual curation assured that sequences
where the keywords appeared out of context were not in-
cluded in the BAIT2 sequence set.
Extraction of RPS Sequences Assigned Cell-Cycle
Roles by MGI
Sequences from the RPS project were assigned GO ontologies
by the MGI (Okazaki et al. 2002). Any sequence mapping to
GO:0007049 or branches thereof were extracted in Microsoft
Excel. Note that the MGI assignments were completed on the
RPS and not the VPS. VPS is a superset of RPS; consequently,
some assignments may have been missed by using the RPS.
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